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Abstract
With this letter, we respond to the commentary by Kamp et al. on our paper (Nunez et al. in Reg Environ Chang 20:39, 2020) that
reports on potential biodiversity change in Central Asian grasslands using climate and land-use change scenarios. In their
commentary, Kamp et al. criticize data and methods employed and discuss several shortfalls of our approach. In this response,
we argue that in our paper projections of future biodiversity already acknowledge the issues indicated by Kamp et al. We
elaborate on the reasons why. We maintain our main finding that, based on a number of contrasting scenarios (shared socioeconomic pathways and representative concentration pathways combinations), biodiversity in grasslands in Central Asia will
potentially decline under each scenario. We conclude that while our data and methods conservatively estimate potential biodiversity changes in the Central Asian grasslands, they could be enriched with more elements. The results, however, are likely to
confirm the vulnerability of these grasslands and the possible decline in their biodiversity.
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Response to commentary
We thank Kamp et al. for their very insightful comments
and feedback on our article and particularly for acknowledging our effort to project biodiversity responses across Central
Asia.
As mentioned in the original paper, our results translate
relevant information of socioeconomic and climate change
drivers and stress the potential vulnerability of this region to
increasing land-use intensity and climate change. We have
shown that the elements included in the shared socioeconomic
pathways (SSPs) developed for Central Asia and representative concentration pathways (RCPs) and their underlying assumptions drive the larger changes in this grassland system.
At the same time, we stress that more research is urgently
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needed to translate our findings into better management strategies for Central Asia’s grasslands. Observations remain
scarce, as available (global) assessments poorly represent this
extensive grassland area. We fully agree with Kamp et al. in
that future scenarios of biodiversity responses to environmental change in Central Asia will benefit from the use of regional, thematically and spatially detailed data on livestock and
grassland/cropland distribution. We here address a response
to four shortfalls discussed by Kamp et al.
First, the use of an inadequate measure of ‘biodiversity
intactness’. The Mean Species Abundance (MSA) is a widely
used metric to indicate local biodiversity intactness or naturalness. In other words, MSA describes biodiversity changes
with reference to the original state of ecosystems. This metric
is quantified based on data that describe changes in community composition in relation to particular pressures, land use
and climate change (Alkemade et al. 2009; Schipper et al.
2019). It has been parameterized in the GLOBIO model, a
global model of biodiversity intactness (Alkemade et al.
2009). Our study aimed to estimate potential change of biodiversity in the Central Asian grasslands as a result of the impacts of socioeconomic trends and the consequent projections
of land use and climate change. The MSA metric has indeed
been parameterized using data from all regions across the
world. Analyses, however, showed no significant difference
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of impacts on MSA between the different world regions, indicating similar responses of biodiversity across the world.
We thus decided that the MSA metric was appropriate to
estimate biodiversity loss in Central Asia. In addition, the
parameterization of grazing intensity (Alkemade et al. 2013)
included observations of species abundances from grazing
land compared to surrounding natural grasslands (e.g. Wang
et al. 2002) and from the study area (Sánchez-Zapata et al.
2003). While the study by Sánchez-Zapata et al. (2003) in
eastern Kazakhstan does not indicate the degradation state of
the surveyed habitats, it does clearly indicate four different
habitat types with different levels of human intervention in
their land use (and an indication of population pressure).
The study concludes that transformations in steppe habitats
determine strong variations in species composition, in this
case of the different raptor communities. This is precisely
what the parameterization in the GLOBIO model needs, the
impact of a specific pressure (i.e. transformation) on species.
The climate-change impact, derived from Nunez et al. (2019),
could not directly include data from Central Asia. In this case,
an extended literature search identified publications that
assessed impacts of climate change on species abundance
and distribution in similar grasslands (Zhang et al. 2013; Su
et al. 2018). From these papers, we concluded that climate
change can lead to a potential range contraction in the future
distribution of species in Central Asian grasslands. In short,
we maintain that we have employed an appropriate, widely
used and widely cited metric that can be used to assess potential biodiversity loss in Central Asia.
Second, a failure to acknowledge the large spatial variation in land-use trends across the five considered Central
Asian countries. Obviously, the Central Asian republics have
all moved in separate directions after the collapse of the Soviet
Union, and this also had consequences for land use change
processes. These deserve to be studied, and we are looking
forward to see country-specific analyses on future land use
change. In our study, we aimed at including overall land-use
trends in Central Asia, depending largely on existing, consistent data, which was mostly global. We combined different
datasets, scenario and model assumptions, which are widely
used by the scientific community. Importantly, the socioeconomic scenarios were developed during two stakeholder
workshops that brought together multiple experts from all five
republics. We openly invited stakeholders to be country-specific, where needed. Resulting scenarios mostly focused on
changes in the region as a whole. But most importantly, we
indicated in our original paper, ‘when studying the ‘meso
scale’, it is always challenging to strike a balance between
local expert knowledge, detailed data, and process-based information, and area-covering data and generally applicable
rules consistent with the model architecture’. In our paper,
we took a predominantly top-down approach, based on global
data and Central Asian trends. As a result, when applying our
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biodiversity model, we faced difficulties to include all regionally important processes, as rightly stated by Kamp et al.
Although we acknowledge that a top-down approach has disadvantages, we disagree with the general message from Kamp
et al. that they should be abandoned completely and replaced
by bottom-up, local studies. There is nothing wrong with a
bottom-up approach, but including more diversity and variation will not necessarily lead to improved region-wide insights
other than that everything is diverse. Moreover, while we
acknowledge that there are spatial differences in land-use
trends across the region, our results do indicate potential biodiversity loss, particularly relative to other regions in the
world. We certainly maintain that future studies will benefit
from using regional spatial data on livestock distribution and
land-use patterns, also when derived from widely used global
datasets.
Third, the fact that we assume a strictly linear, negative
relationship between livestock grazing intensity and the abundance of animals and plants. As indicated before, we used the
MSA metric as an indication of biodiversity change. MSA
only looks at the abundance of original local species.
Increases in individual species abundance from reference to
impacted situations are truncated to avoid the indicator being
inflated by opportunistic or generalist species that benefit from
habitat disturbance (Schipper et al. 2019). As correctly stated
by Kamp et al., relationships between grazing intensity and
species abundance are often hump-shaped, and the grasslands
of Central Asia are no exception. Yet, the increase of the
number of species might be caused by the appearance of
non-native species, or at least species that were not originally
present. In our original paper, we discuss that a moderate
intensification of free-ranging grazing systems could be beneficial to restore near-natural steppe communities across most
of the study area (Kamp et al. 2009; Dara et al. 2019). These
changes are not reflected in the MSA metric, for the previously mentioned reason. In some cases, for example if land use
intensification decreases, the impacts on biodiversity could be
reflected as an increase in the MSA. The potential increases of
certain (groups of) species are not reflected in the MSA metric. This is consistent with literature that shows that, although
increases are observed with intensification, there is consensus
that overall habitats are lost, which negatively impacts biodiversity (Newbold et al. 2015). The strictly linear, negative
relationship needs to be interpreted accordingly. In short, we
maintain that the negative relationship is useful in interpreting
changes in biodiversity. We also acknowledge that other metrics should be applied and compared in order to improve understanding of the link between land use and biodiversity.
Fourth, the extrapolation of grazing-related biodiversity
responses into areas of cropland. The employed scenarios
used Global Land Cover (GLC2000) with a spatial resolution
of 0.0089°×0.0089° from the Joint Research Centre (2003) as
input to indicate different land-use patterns in the region. This
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importantly allowed to maintain consistency with other input
data (Alkemade et al. 2013; Petz et al. 2014). There is a scientific debate about the value of different global land cover
and land use maps, all of which have their (dis)advantages
(Alexander et al. 2017). For example, the GLC2000 dataset
presents the category ‘mosaic’ with mixed cropland and
shrub/grass cover. In our study, we decided to aggregate the
mixed categories such as mosaic and shrub, herbaceous
covers (i.e. grasslands), given that the percentage coverage
of grassland in mosaic classes was higher than cropland.
Under this premise, crop production on arable land was to
some extent part of the analysis. Furthermore, in our study,
we indeed considered only livestock grazing as land use. We
agree that future work should aim to include changes in other
land classes, particularly those feedlot-based systems that are
coupled with intensive hay and crop production.

Conclusion
We maintain our main finding that, based on a number of
contrasting scenarios (SSP-RCP combinations), biodiversity
in grasslands in Central Asia will potentially decline under
each scenario. In our original paper, we took a predominantly
top-down approach with the overall aim to study changes in
land use, climate, and potential biodiversity as a result of
socioeconomic trends to improve understanding of Central
Asian biodiversity in the global context. Relative to the global
context, we enriched and detailed our understanding of the
region. We understand that from a regional or national perspective this study could be enriched with a range of elements,
including for instance restoration of abandoned land, fire occurrence, or species-specific responses. However, we argue
that the results of our modelling exercise indicate potential
for biodiversity loss, certainly relative to other regions in the
world. With this, we fill important knowledge gaps in global
assessments. Other (regional) studies with GLOBIO have indicated the importance of such applications (e.g. Trisurat et al.
2010; Trisurat et al. 2014). The four ‘shortfalls’ that Kamp
et al. mentioned are in fact not methodological flaws, but
direct consequences of employing a top-down approach. We
regret that Kamp et al. regard this internationally accepted
approach as ‘inadequate’ for the topic of grasslands in
Central Asia, but given the underlying goal, we disagree.
Having said that, we do strongly support the suggestion by
Kamp et al. that future work on scenarios of biodiversity response to regional environmental change in Central Asia
should include and build on regional and national data and
knowledge that examines the relationship between land-use
intensity and species richness and abundance. As these studies
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are currently very limited, we urge the importance of primary
research, particularly in the Central Asian region.
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